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WELL-ORDERED (F) SPACES
P. M. GARTSIDE ANI) P. J. MOODY

ABSTRACT. Elastic (hence metrisable, proto-metrisable
and linearly stratifiable) spaces have well-ordered (F) and
every well-ordered (F) space is monotonically normal and
hereditarily paracompact. The class of well-ordered (F)
spaces is shown to be closed under closed maps and the
duplication and scattering processes. A product theory
is developed and compact well-ordered (F) spaces are in
vestigated. Complete details of the relationships between
the 'classical' cardinal invariants for well-ordered (F)
spaces are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we begin the study' of well-ordered (F) spaces.
They are defined in terms of the Collins-Roscoe structuring
mechanism, and as a consequence are relatively simple to han
dle. Recall that a T1 topological space X has W satisfying (F)
if W = (W(x) : x E X) where each W(x) consists of subsets
of X containing x and
if x E U and U is open., then there exists an open
V = V(x, U) containing x such that x E W ~ U
(F)
for some W E W(y) whenever y E V.
Condition (F) was originally defined in [6] and is referred to
as the" Collins-Roscoe structuring mechanism". Observe that
(F) is only of interest if extra conditions are imposed on the
W( x) 's. As a convenient convention, if P is an order condi
tion we say 'W satisfies P (F)' provided each W(x) satisfies
P when considered as a partial order with respect to reverse
inclusion. Further we say 'the space X has P (F)' or 'X is
111
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a P (F) space' whenever X has W satisfying P (F). Rele
vant order properties include: 'chain', 'well-ordered' or 'de
creasing' by which we mean that each W(x) is countable, say
W(x) = {W(n,x) : n EN}, and W(n + l,x) ~ W(n,x) for
each x and n. Evidently, a decreasing (F) space is well-ordered
(F), and a well-ordered (F) space is chain (F). The following
two theorems indicate both the importance of the structur
ing mechanism and well-ordered (F) spaces. (The definition of
acyclic monotone normality is given in Section 2.)

Theorem 1. ([1] and [5]). A space is stratifiable if and only if
it has countable pseudo-character and decreasing (F).

Theorem 2. ([15]). A space is acyclic monotonically normal
if and only if it has chain (F).

From the second theorem it is immediate that well-ordered
(F) spaces are monotonically normal, and in [5] it is shown that
well-ordered (F) spaces are hereditarily paracompact. Given
these restrictions the class of well-ordered (F) spaces is ex
tremely broad. In Section 3 the authors extend Theorem 1 by
demonstrating that every elastic space has well-ordered (F).
Hence, if X is metrisable, proto-metrisable or linearly stratifi
able then X has well-ordered (F). However, we note that the
Sorgenfrey line provides an example of a monotonically normal,
hereditarily paracompact space that fails to have well-ordered
(F) [15]. Interestingly, it seems much easier to show that spaces
are well-ordered (F) compared with showing that they are elas
tic. ·For example, the authors characterised proto-metrisability
in terms of a strengthening of well-ordered open (F) (see [9]),
but the proof that proto-metrisable spaces are elastic appears
to be non-trivial (see [10]).
The stabilit~ of the class of well-ordered (F) spaces is inves
tigated in Section 2. In particular, it is established that the
class is closed under the scattering and duplication process
es, and under closed maps. The final three sections develop a
product theory for well-ordered (F) spaces, investigate compact
well-ordered (F) spaces and provide a complete solution to the
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problem of 'classical' cardinal invariants for well-ordered (F)
spaces. Applications of these results provide new properties of
proto-metrisable and elastic spaces.

Conventions and notation. By a space we shall mean a T1
topological space. The closure of a set A in a space is denoted
by A, and its interior by A 0 • If P = (A, B) is a pair of sets,
we shall denote A, the first element of the pair P, by PI' and
B by P2.

2. BASIC PROPERTIES AND STABILITY
We begin by providing a characterisation of well-ordered (F)
spaces in terms of monotone normality. This characterisation
will be used to prove that closed images of well-ordered (F)
spaces have well-ordered (F), and that elastic spaces have well
ordered (F). First recall that a mOIlotonically normal operator
H(·,·) is said to acyclic [15] provided:
n-I

.

n H(Xi'X" {Xi+l})

i=O

are distinct and

Xn

=. 0 whenever
= Xo.

.

n ~ 2,xo, ... ,Xn -l

We shall say that a monotonically normal operator H (., .) on
a space X is Noetherian provided:

n H(Xi, X " {Xi+l}) = 0 whenever (xn)~=o is a sequence of
00

i=O

distinct points of X.

Theorem 3. A space X has well-ordered (F) if and only if it
has a monotonically normal operator which is both acyclic and
Noetherian.
Proof: First suppose that X has W satisfying well-ordered (F).
Define
H(x,U)

= {y

EX: x E W ~ U' for some W E W(y)}O,

whenever x is in the open set U. Since W satisfies chain (F),
H(·,·) is an acyclic monotonically normal operator [15]. To see
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that H(·,·) is Noetherian, suppose that (xn)~=o is a sequence
of distinct points, but x E n~oH(Xi,X "{Xi+l}). By the
definition of H (., .), for each n there is Wn E W (x) satisfying
Xn E Wn ~ X " {X n +l}. Since W( x) is ordered by inclusion
we have that Wn ~ Wn +1 for each n. But this contradicts the
fact that W( x) is well-ordered by reverse inclusion.
Conversely, suppose that H(·,.) is an acyclic Noetherian
monotonically normal operator on X. Recalling the proof of
Theorem 11 of [15], fix a E X and define

x

""a

Y if and only if a E H(x, X " {y}).

Acyclicity of H (., .) ensures that the transitive closure, <a,
of ""a is an irrefiexive partial order, while H (., .) Noetherian
means that >a (i.e., «a)-I) is well-founded. Thus >a has an
extension, £>a which is a well-order. Define for each x E X
Sa(x) = {y : y <3 a x} U {x} and W(a) = {Sa(x) : x E X}. By
the definition of the Sa(x )'s and the fact that £>a is a well-order,
W( a) is well-ordered by reverse inclusion. It only remains to
show that W = (W(x) :. x E X) satisfies (F). This is achieved
as in the proof of Theorem 11 of [15]. D

Theorem 4. Suppose

f :X

~

Y is a closed continuous sur
jection. If X has well-ordered (F), so has Y.
Proof: Let Hx(·,·) be an acyclic Noetherian monotonically
normal operator on X. For each A ~ X define f* (A) = Y "
f(X "A). Observe that f*(A) = {y E Y : f-l(y) ~ A} and
that, since f is closed, f* maps open sets to open sets. Suppose
y E Y and U is an open neighbourhood of y. Define

Hy(y, U)

= f*(U{Hx(x, f- 1 (U)) : x E f-l(y)}).

By the above remarks it is clear that Hy(y, U) is an open
neighbourhood of y and Hy(y, U) ~ Hy(y, U') whenever U ~
U' . We will show that H y ( ., .) is Noetherian, the proof that it
is acyclic is similar. So suppose that (Yn)~=o is a sequence of
distinct points of Y, but y E n~o HY(Yi, Y" {Yi+l}). Pick an
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x E

/-1 (y)

and for each i E w choose Xi E

f- 1 (Yi)

such that

x E Hx {xi,f- 1 (y" {Yi+l})) ~ HX(Xi,X" {Xi+l}).
But then x E n~OHX(Xi'X" {X'i+l}) contradicting the fact
that H x (·,·) is Noetherian. D
We now consider two constructions which are important in
this area of generalised metric spaces. The first is duplication.
Recall that the Alexandroff duplicate, V(X), of a space X is
the set X x {O, I} topologised so that (x, 1) is isolated for every
x EX, and 50 that a local base for the point (x,O) (x E X) is
{(U x {O,l})", {(x,l)}: U open in X and x E U}.

Theorem 5. If a space X has well-ordered (F), then so has
V(X).
Proof: Suppose that W = {W(x) : x E X} satisfies well
ordered (F). For each x E X define

Wv(x, I) - {{(x, I)}} U{ {(x, I)} U (W x {O}) : W E W(x)},
and
Wv(x, 0) = {W x {OJ : W E W(x)}.
Observe that for each Y E V(X), Wv(y) is well-ordered by
reverse inclusion. Now define Wv = (Wv(y) : y E V(X)). It
is now easy to verify that W v satisfies (F) and hence V(X)
has well-ordered (F) as required. 10
If C is a class of topological spaces, then we define S(C)
to be the class of spaces which are obtained by the following
scattering process: take any space in C, isolate all the points
of some subset, replace each such Jpoint by a space in C, and
repeat transfinitely, taking some subspace of the inverse limit
at limit ordinals. Observe that C ~ S(C). We shall say that
C is dosed under the scattering process if C = S(C). Nyikos
has shown that the class of proto-metrisable spaces is precisely
the class S (M) where M denote the class of metrisable spaces
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[1 7]. The following theorem provides us with a wide variety of
well-ordered (F) spaces.

Theorem 6. The class of well-ordered (F) spaces is cll!sed un
der the scattering process.
Proof: Suppose that for some ordinal 6 we are given:
(1) Topological spaces (X Q ~ 6) such that X o = {0}.
(2) For each Q < 6, a subset A O +1 of X o , and for each
a E A o + 1 , a space Xo+1(a) which has well-ordered (F).
(3) For each (3 ~ Q ~ 6 a continuous surjection )0-+/3 :
X o --+ X/3.
In addition, we assume that, for each Q < 6, the space Xo +1
is obtained from X o by replacing each point a of A O + 1 by a
clopen copy of X o +1 (a). Also,
Q

)0+1-+0+1

id xo + 1

_

X

)0+1-+0

{

_ a

)0+1-+/3

Finally, for each ,\

X>.

:

if x E X o " A o
if x E Xo+1(a)

jo-+/3 0 )0+1-+0

~

({3 < Q).

6 which is a limit,

= {(xo)o<>. : Xo E Xo,~ ~

Q'

< ,\ => jo-+{3(x o ) =

X/3}.

The set X A is endowed with the subspace topology induced by
the product space 110<>' X o , and
) )..-+>.

-

) >'-+0

-

id xA ,
1f'0

rx

A

(0 <

A)

where 1f'0 : I1I3<A X/3 --+ X o is the projection map.
Since a subspace of a well-ordered (F) space has well-ordered
(F), it suffices to prove that X 6 has well-ordered (F). We shall
recursively define, for Q ~ 6, Wo = (Wo(x) : x E X o ). Assume
that this has been done for each Q < I ~ 6 and that the
following two conditions are satisfied.
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Inductive hypotheses.
For each a < I, Wa satisfies well-ordered (F) for the
space X o
(1~2) IT f3 ~ a < I, x E X o and y = io-+p{x), then
j;,:p(Wp(y)) ~ Wo{x). Furthermore, if W E Wa{x)
but W rI. j;~p(Wp(y)), then jo-+p(W) = {y}.
In the above, j;':p(Wp(y)) denotes {j;':p(W) : W E Wp(y)}.
We now define W-y and check that (1-Y+l1) and (I-Y+12) hold.
First consider the case when, is a successor, 0' + 1 say. For
each a E Ao+1' let W XO +1 (a) = (WXO +1 (a)(x) : x E Xo+1{a))
satisfy well-ordered (F) for the space X o+ 1 (a). If x E Xo+1(a)
then define
(l~ 1)

Wa+1(x) = WX

O

+1 (a){x) lJ

j;~l-+O(WO(a)).

IT x ft. X o + 1 (a) for any a E A o + 1 ' but x E X o+1 , then recall
that x E X o and define
W o + 1 (x) = j;~l-+o(Wo(x)).

Let Wo+1 = (Wo+1(x) : x E Xo)and observe that (1-Y+12) is
satisfied and each Wo+1{x) is well-ordered by reverse inclusion.
Hence it suffices to show that, if Ur is an open neighbourhood
of x E X o +1 , then there is an open neighbourhood V of x such
that x E W ~ U for some W E Wo+1 (Y) whenever Y E V.
Since X o + 1 (a) is open in X o+1 and WX +1 (a) satisfies (F) for
Xo+1(a), we need only consider the case when x f/. X o +1 (a) for
any a E A o + 1 • There is an open set 0 in X a such that x E 0
and j;~1-+0(0) ~ u. W o satisfies (F) for X o and hence there
is an open set V in X o which contains x, and x E W ~ 0 for
some W E Wo(z) whenever z E V. Notice that j;~l~O(V) is
an open neighbourhood of x in x o+1 • Suppose y E j;;l~O(V)
and let z = jo+l~oc(Y). Since z E V there is W E Woc(z) for
which x E W ~ O. But then
O

x E

j;~1""0(W) ~ j;~1""0( 0) ~

u.

To complete the case, recall that j;~l....o(W) E Wo+1(Y).
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Now consider the case when 'Y is a limit, .,\ say. If (x Ot )01<'\
is an element of X,\ then define W,\(x) = UOt<,\j,\'':Ot(WOt(x Ot )).
Let W,\ = (W,\(x) : x E X,\). Clearly (I~+12) is satisfied and
by a similar argument to the successor case, W,\ satisfies (F)
for X,\. Hence it only remains to show that for each x E X,\,
W,\(x) is well-ordered by reverse inclusion. So, suppose that A
is a non-empty subset of W,\(x). Let Q < .,\ be minimal such
that An j,\'-:Ot(WOt(x Ot )) =F 0. Recall that j,\....Ot(W) = {x Ot } for
every W E W,\(x) ,j~':Ot(WOt(XOt)). Thus, since j.x-':o(Wo(x o ))
is well-ordered by reverse inclusion, A has a minimal element
with respect to reverse inclusion, as required. D

3.

ELASTIC SPACES

Elastic spaces were introduced by Tamano and Vaughan in
[20] as a natural generalisation of stratifiable spaces. Recall
that a space X is elastic if there is a pair-base lP on X and a
relation
on lP such that:
(1) the relation
is transitive and if P, .pl E lP are such
that PI n P{ =F 0,. then P pI or pI P,
(2) if P E lP and lP' ~ {PI E P: pI P}, then
f'OV

f'OV

f'OV

f'OV

f'OV

U{P{ : pI E PI} ~ U{P~ : P' E lP'}.
We observe that the above definition differs from that given
in [20]. Unfortunately the original definition of elasticity is
ambiguous since it is not clear how one defines the "frame
map" when there are distinct P, pI E If» such that PI = P;.
Even if there is no problem defining the frame map for a space
X, the same problem arises when attempting to show that
subspaces of X are elastic. However, if one analyses proofs
of results involving elastic spaces (particularly Theorem 2 of
[20]), then it is clear that the above is the intended definition.
Although elastic spaces are important, the definition is not
entirely transparent, so the structure and properties of elastic
spaces have not been well understood. However, the following
result, together with the rest of this paper, go some way to
clarifying the situation.
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Theorem 7. Every elastic space is a well-ordered (F) space.
The proof of the above theorem makes use of the following
order-theoretic lemma, the proof of which is a minor mo.difica
tion of the proof of Lemma 2 of [20].

Lemma 8. Suppose that

is a re.flexive transitive relation on
the set S. Then there is a reflexive, antisymmetric relation ~
on S such that:
"J

(1) If x, yES and x y, then x ~ y or y ~ x.
(2) If A is a non-empty subset of S then there is an x E A
"J

such that y :F x whenever yEA " {x}.
(3) If A ~ S and A ~ {x E 5' : x ~ s} for some s E S,
then A ~ {x E S : x
s'} for some s' E S.
"J

Proof of Theorem 7: We strengthen Theorem 2.3 of [3] and
Theorem 2.2 of [16] by demonstrating that elastic spaces have
monotonically normal operators which are both acyclic and
Noetherian. By Lemma 8, since X' is an elastic space, there is
a pair-base lP on X and a reflexive, antisymmetric relation ~
on S such that:

(1) If P,P' E lP and PI n P{ -:f 0, then P

~

pI or pI ~ P.
(2) If ]I»' ~ P is non-empty, then there is P E ]I»' such that
pI :F P whenever pI E lP' " {Pl.
(3) If PEP and P' ~ {PI E P:: pI ~ P}, then

U{P{ : pI E PI} ~ U{P~ : P' E P'}.
Recalling the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [16], suppose that U is
open in X and P E :f. Define
Up

= U{VI : (VI, V2 ) E lP, Vi

S; \'2 ~ U and (VI, V2 ) ~ P},

°

and observe that Up ~ U. Now suppose that
is an open
neighbourhood of x. Pick P(O,x) E P so that x E P(O,X)I ~
P(O,X)2 ~ O. Define
Ox = P( 0, X)I

" [(X" {x} )P(O,x)]
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or

and notice that
is an open neighbourhood of x. Define, for
x E U and U open,

H(x,U)

= U{or : x E 0

~ U and 0 open}.

In [16] it is shown that H (., .) is an acyclic monotonically nor
mal operator. We show that H(·,·) is Noetherian. So, suppose
that (xn)~=o is a sequence of distinct points of X and assume,
for contradiction, that x E n~=o H(x n , X " {X n +l}). Thus for
each n there is an open set On such that Xn E On ex" {X n +l}
and x E O~n; hence x E P( On, Xn)l " [(X" {x n } )P(On,xn)]. By
(2), there is an n such that for any m,
or
Now x E P(On,Xn)lnp(Om,Xm)l and thus by (1), P(On,x n ) ~
P( Om, x m) for every m. In particular, P( On, Xn) ~ P( On+l, Xn+l).
Recall ~hat

and thus x E (X " {X n +l} )P(On+l,rn +l). However, this contra
1
dicts the fact that x E
• Therefore H (., .) is Noetherian
as required. D

0:+1

Although the classes of elastic and well-ordered (F) spaces
share many properties, they are in fact distinct. In [10] the au
thors provide a number of examples of well-ordered (F) spaces
that are not elastic; the duplication and scattering processes
playing a central role in the constructions. In particular, it is
shown that the duplicate of a stratifiable space need not be
elastic, that elasticity is not preserved by perfect maps, and
that there is an example of a compact, first countable well
ordered (F) space that is not elastic. Indeed the results of [10]
and Section 2 indicate that the class of well-ordered (F) spaces
is considerably better behaved than the class of elastic spaces.
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4. PRODUCTS
The product of two well~ordered (F) spaces need not have
well-ordered (F) (the product of the Michael line and the irra
tionals is not normal, so cannot have well-ordered (F))." How
ever, while 'well-order' is not preserved by taking products, it
turns out that order conditions weaker than 'well-order' are
preserved.
Suppose that A is a collection of subsets of a set X. Lindgren
and Nyikos [13] define A to be Noetherian if every ascending
sequence Al ~ A 2 ~ ••• of members of A is finite. For each
x E X define Ax = {A E A : x E A}. A is said to be of
sub-infinite rank if for any x E Jr, any subcollection of Ax
consisting of incomparable elements (A ~ Band B ~ A) is
finite. Notice that if nA :I 0, then A is of sub-infinite rank if
and only if any subcollection of A consisting of incomparable
elements is finite.
If X is a space, we say W = (W( x) : x EX) satisfies Noethe
rian of sub-infinite rank (F) if W satisfies (F) and each W(x)
is Noetherian and of sub-infinite rank. Note that W(x) is well
ordered (by reverse inclusion) if and only if it is a chain and
Noetherian, and W(x) is a chain precisely when no finite col
lection of elements of W( x) is incomparable; hence sub-infinite
rank is a weakening of chain in which 'no finite collection' has
been replaced by 'no infinite collection'.
In [13] Lindgren and Nyikos consider spaces with bases which
are Noetherian and of sub-infinite rank. It is shown that such
spaces are hereditarily metacompact, and that the finite prod
uct of spaces, each of which has ,a Noetherian base of sub
infinite rank, likewise has a Noetherian base of sub-infinite
rank. We now sketch an analogous (but more general) theory
for spaces with W satisfying Noetherian of sub-infinite rank
(F). The following lemma is fundamental to the development
(see Lemma 4 of [IS] and Exercise 7, p.1S1 of [2]).

Lemma 9. If A is a collection of subsets of a set X and nA

0,

then the following are equivalent.:

:f
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(1) A is Noetherian and of sub-infinite rank.
(2) If A' is a subset of A, then there is a finite subset C of

A' such that every member of A' is contained in some

member ofC.
(3) Every infinite subset of A contains an infinite descend
ing sequence.

. Suppose that Xl, X 2 , • •• , X n are spaces and Wi satisfies Noethe
rian of sub-infinite rank (F) for Xi. For each (Xl' ... ' X n ) E
TIi:l Xi define W(Xl' ... ' Xn ) = {Wl X W2 X·· • X Wn : Wi E
Wi(x),l ~ i ~ n}. By (3) of Lemma 9, it is clear that
W(Xl' ... ' x n ) is Noetherian and of sub-infinite rank. Further
more, if W = (W(x) : x E TIi=l Xi) then it is easy to check
that W satisfies (F) for X. Thus we have the following lemma.

Lemma 10. The finite product of spaces, each of which has W
satisfying Noetherian of sub-infinite rank (F), has W satisfying
Noetherian of sub-infinite rank (F).
The following lemma extends Theorem 4 of [5].

Lemma 11. If the space X has W satisfying Noetherian of
sub-infinite rank (F), then X is hereditarily metacompact.
Proof: As the hypotheses are hereditary, it suffices to show

that X is metacompact. So suppose that 0 is an ordinal and
U = {Up: (3 < o} is an open cover of X. For each (3 < 0
define

Vp = U{V(x, Up) : x E Up" U{U-y: 'Y

<.a}}

(V(·,·) is the operator associated with condition (F)). Now
V = {Vp : f3 < o} is an open refinement of U. If V were
not point finite then there would exist an x and an increasing
sequence of ordinals (on )~=1 such that X E VOn for each n. So,
there are points Yn in VOn" U{ Up : (3 < On} such that x E
V(Yn, UOn). Condition (F) tells us that there exists (Wn)~=l
in W(x) such that Yn E W n ~ UOtn • Notice that if m < n
then Yn f/:. UOtm a~d hence Wn ~ Wm. Hence {Wn : n E N}
is an infinite subcollection of W(x) which does not contain an
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infinite descending sequence, contradicting the fact that W( x )
is Noetherian and of sub-infinite rank. D·
An immediate consequence of o'ur results is the following.

Theorem 12. The finite product of well-ordered (F) or elastic
or proto-metrisable spaces is hereditarily metacompact.

If B is a Noetherian base of sub-infinite rank for a space X,
then by defining W(x) = {B E B : x E B}, we see that X has
W satisfying Noetherian of sub-infinite rank (F). However, as
indicated above, the converse fails. The following fact will be
important: Suppose A is a Noetherian collection of sub-infinite
rank and nA ~ 0, then if A' is an uncountable subset of A
then there exist Ao E A' (0 E WI) such that A o ~ AIJ whenever
{3 < o.

Example 13. There is a 'stratifiable (hence well-ordered (F))
space which does not have a Noetherian base of sub-infinite
rank.

Let X be the space obtained from the space W x (w + 1) by
identifying the end points (n, w). The quotient map is closed,
so X is Lasnev and in particular stratifiable. By the above fact,
no local base about the identified point can be Noetherian and
of sub-infinite rank. Hence X does not have a Noetherian base

of sub-infinite rank.

0

A slight modification of the above proof yields that X also
fails to have a point-additively Noetherian base (see [18]). We
note that it is possible to develop a product theory of spaces
with W satisfying additively Noetherian (F) which is analo
gous to the theory Nyikos developed for spaces with additively
Noetherian bases [18]
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5. COMPACTNESS
. We begin by remarking that there are non-trivial compact
well-ordered (F) spaces; recall there is a compact, first count
able, well-ordered (F) space that fails to be elastic [10]. "Howev
er, compact well-ordered (F) spaces are Eberlein compact. As
a consequence, compact elastic spaces are Eberlein compact.

Theorem 14. Compact well-ordered (F) spaces are Eberlein
compact (that is to say homeomorphic to a weakly compact
subset of a Banach space).
Proof: By Theorem 12, if X is a compact well-ordered (F) s

pace, then X2 is hereditarily metacompact. Thus, if ~ denotes
the diagonal of X 2, then X2 " ~ is metacompact, and hence
by Theorem 2.2 of [11]1, X is Eberlein compact. 0

In [21] Williams and Zhou introduced the class of Extreme
ly Normal (EN) spaces. Amongst other results they proved
that for scattered locally compact spaces, EN is equivalent to
heredit~rily paracompact. Although EN spaces are monoton
ically normal and hereditarily paracompact the authors have
been unable to prove that EN spaces have well-ordered (F), or
even chain (F). However we can add to Williams and Zhou's
result for scattered locally compact spaces. The theorem is in
contrast to the situation for compact well-ordered (F) spaces.

Theorem 15. Let X be a scattered locally compact space. Then
the following are equivalent:
(1) X is hereditarily paracompact.
(2) X is EN.
(3) X has well-ordered (F).
(4) X is elastic.

Recall that (4)::} (3)::} (1) and hence it suffices to prove
that hereditary paracompact, scattered, locally compact spaces
are elastic. The proof of Williams and Zhou's result depends
IThe authors wish to thank H. Junnila for bringing this result to their
attention.
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on the fact that the one-point compactification of a locally
compact EN space is -EN. An eas:y modification of Williams
and Zhou's proof yields that the proof of Theorem 15 will be
complete once we have established the following result ..

Theorem 16. The one-point compactijication of a locally com
pact elastic space is elastic.
Proof: Suppose that X is a locally compact elastic space and
let X+ = xu{oo} denote the one-point compactification of X.
By the proof of Theorem 5.1.27 of [7] we see that X = U'\EI X,\
where

(1) each X,\ is closed and open:in X,
(2) X,\ n X#£ = 0 whenever A, Jl E I and A =I Jl, and
(3) for each A there are open sets {U:}~=o such that X,\ =
U~=O U: and U; is compact for every n.

We can assume that U~ ~ U:+ 1 for every n. Let (JP, "') be an
elastic pair-base for X. Notice that we can assume lP = U,\EIP'\
where P2 ~ X).. whenever P E JP,\. For each compact subset
K of X pick n( I{) E Nand :FK, a, finite subset of I, so that
K ~ U,\eFK U~(K). Define
p

K

=

(x+"

U

'\ErK

U~(K)' X+" '\ErK
U U~(K))

= P U {pK

: ]{ ~ X and ]{ compact}. Observe
that lP+ is a pair-base for X+. Now define ",+ on P+ so that
",+ rPxP is '" and

and set P+

pK ",+ pK'
pK ",+ P

whenever ](, ](' are compact subsets of X,
whenever P E lP and I( S; X is compact.

Notice that (P+, ",+) is an elastic pair-base for X+ provided
that poo = {pK : Ii ~ X and I( compact} is cushioned (i.e.,
if A S; poe then U{A 1 : A E A} S; U{A 2 : A E A}). This is
clear from the following claim.
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Claim. For each x E X there is an open neighbourhood Uz of
x such that for any compact 1< ~ X, if Uz
xE Pf.

n P 1K ¥= 0

then

To see this fix x E X and let Jl E I be such that x E X JJ • Set
m = rnin{n : x E U:} and let Ux = U~. Suppose that !( ~ X
is compact and that Uz n Pff =1= 0. If Jl ~ FK then X JJ ~ pf
and hence x E pf. So, consider the case when Jl E FK. Now,
Uz n pf ¥= 0 implies that U~ n (X,. '- U:(K») ¥= 0 and hence
m > n(I{). Thus, by the definition of m, x fI. U:(}{) and
therefore x E X,. '- U:(K) ~ pf as required. D
We note the following related result which may be of interest.

Theorem 17. The one-point compactification of a locally com
pact well-ordered (F) space has well-ordered (F). D

6.

CARDINAL INVARIANTS

Finally we explore the. relationships between the most com
mon cardinal invariants in elastic and well-ordered (F) spaces.
For the definitions of the following cardinal invariants see [12]:
let L denote Lindelof degree, c cellularity, d density, nw net
work weight, w weight; and if f is any cardinal invariant then
let hf be the hereditary version of f.
A combination of results in [8], [19] and [21] yields the fol
lowing theorem.

Theorem 18. If X is a monotonically normal space then
(1) L(X) ~ (c(X) = hc(X) = hL(X)) ~ (d(X) = hd(X)) ~
nw(X) ~ w(X),
(2) d(X) ~ c(X)+, and
(3) the Souslin Hypothesis is equivalent to: every eee mono
tonically normal space is separable.

0

As well-ordered (F) spaces are monotonically normal, their
cardinal invariants satisfy the above. Here we show that if X
is a well-ordered (F) space then in addition d(X) = nw(X).
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The basic tactic is to manipulate the W(x)'s so that we
obtain a suitable bound on IW(x)1 and then apply the following
lemma. (This lemma is, of course, the property of condition
(F) which led to its investigation by Collins and Roscoe [6,
Lemma 3].)

Lemma 19. If X has W satisfying (F) then nw(X)
d(X).suPxex IW(x)l·

~

Proof: Take D to be a dense subset of X of cardinality d(X).
Define 8 = {W E W(x) : xED}. Clearly 181 ~ d(X). SUPxex
IW( x) I and condition (F) tells us that 8 is a network for X · 0
Write W(x) for {W : W E W(x)} and W for (W(x) : x E

X).

Lemma 20. If X has W satisfying well-ordered (F), then W
also satisfies well-ordered (F).
Proof: Oertainly each W( x) is well-ordered by reverse inclu
sion. Recall that well-ordered (F) spaces are monotonically
normal and hence regular. Finally, it is clear that if X is a reg
ular space with W satisfying (F), then W also satisfies (F). 0
We note that the following theorem applies to elastic spaces.

Theorem 21. If X is a well-ordered (F) space then
(1) L(X) ~ (c(X) = hc(X) = hL(X)) ~ (d(X) = hd(X)
nw(X))

(2) d(X)

~

~

=

w(X),

c(X)+.

Proof: By Theorem 18, it suffices to show that nw(X) ~ d(X).
Let W = (W(x) : x E X) satisfy well-ordered (F) and fix
x EX. As W( x) is well-ordered by reverse inclusion, {X "
W : W E W( x)} is a collection of open sets well-ordered by
containment. But this forces:
IW(x)1

= I{X "

W : W E W(x)}1 ~ hL(X) ~ d(X).

Thus, by Lemma 19, nw(X)

~ d(X~)

as required.

0
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The following corollary was proved for elastic spaces by Borges

[4].
Corollary 22. Separable well-ordered (F) spaces are. stratiji
able.
Proof: A separable well-ordered (F) space has, by the preceed
ing theorem, a countable network and is therefore a O'-space.
Recall that monotonically normal O'-spaces are stratifiable. D
On the other hand countable cellularity leads us into set
theory.

Corollary 23. The Souslin Hypothesis is equivalent to: every
eee well-ordered (F) space is strati/iable, and to: every eee
elastic space is stratifiable.
Proof: Recall that the Souslin Hypothesis is equivalent to: ev
ery CCC monotonically normal space is separable. So assum
ing the'Souslin Hypothesis every CCC well-ordered (F) space is
separable; hence by the preceeding Corollary, stratifiable. For
the converse, assume there is a Souslin tree. The branch space
of this tree is a CCC non-separable non-archimedean space
(and in particular, not stratifiable). However non-archimedean
spaces are proto-metrisable and therefore elastic [10]. 0
Of course the above result demonstrates that we cannot
prove in ZFC that c(X) = d(X) for well-ordered (F) spaces.
We finish with two examples showing that no further relation
ships exist in Theorem 21.

Example 24. There is an elastic (hence well-ordered (F)) s
pace X such that L(X) < c(X).
Let X be the set WI +1 whose topology is the order topology
on WI + 1 refined so that all points except WI are isolated. X
is non-archimedean and hence elastic. Finally observe that
L(X) = W while c(X) = WI. 0
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Example 25. Me Auley's Bow-tie space B [14} is an elastic
(hence well-ordered (F)) space such that d( B) = w < 2 =
w(B). D
W
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